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Definition

A standard maneuver in a neurological exam
designed to assess mechanisms mediating balance
which involves having the patient stand with feet
together and eyes closed.

Current Knowledge

Balance or equilibrium when standing is primarily
mediated by the cerebellum. However, to main-
tain balance, the cerebellum needs sensory input
from vision, the vestibular system, and/or propri-
oceptive feedback from the lower extremities. In
theory, when intact, the cerebellum can maintain
postural stability if at least two of these three
sensory systems are functioning properly,
although disruption of the vestibular system
alone can potentially result in significant unstead-
iness. Once it has been established that the patient
can maintain balance by standing with the feet
together and the eyes open (a test of the integrity
of the vermis of the cerebellum), the patient is

asked to maintain the same stance but now with
the eyes closed. If the patient has marked diffi-
culty in maintaining balance under this latter con-
dition, the results are considered pathological and
are referred to as exhibiting a “positive Romberg.”

Following Romberg’s original hypothesis that
this was a specific indication for syphilis or tabes
dorsalis (a disease affecting the posterior col-
umns), most texts suggest that a positive Romberg
is a sign of posterior column disease (loss of two
of three sensory systems, namely, vision and pro-
prioception). However, two other possibilities
need to be considered. Certain peripheral neurop-
athies that might disrupt the transmission of pro-
prioceptive information to the posterior columns
via the dorsal nerve roots can produce similar
effects. Subtle vestibular system deficits, which
might not be sufficient to significantly disrupt
balance on their own, might become clinically
symptomatic when also deprived of visual feed-
back, but such deficits are usually either more
paroxysmal or likely to be related to certain move-
ments of the head (benign positional vertigo).
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